Biology As A Weapon
Concerns have been aired about terrorists using biological pathogens to launch attacks
designed to cause mass deaths or casualties. But is the threat of bioterrorism what
governments and the military really need to worry about, or do state actors and accidental
release pose the greatest threat?
By Anita Hawser

T

he Ebola epidemic, which broke
out in West Africa in 2014,
served as a stark and timely
reminder of the health and security
risks that biological pathogens pose
to modern society. The outbreak saw
unprecedented levels of cooperation
between health organisations and the
military to try and contain the spread
of the virus. But in the background,
concerns were being aired in some
quarters, as to whether terrorists or

non-state actors could use biological
pathogens like Ebola to launch
attacks designed to cause mass
deaths and/or casualties.
A Freedom of Information request last
year at the height of the Ebola epidemic
saw the UK Ministry of Defence release
to the mainstream media a heavily
redacted report from the Defence
Science and Technology Laboratory
(Dstl) outlining potential scenarios in
which Ebola may possibly be used

A CBRN decontamination drill at NATO’s
Exercise Tirdent Juncture in Portugal last year
(Photo Corporal Alex Parenteau, Canadian Forces
Combat Camera)
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in bioterrorist attacks. The different
scenarios, most of which were blacked
out, were assigned varying degrees of
technical and logistical complexity. Dr.
Filippa Lentzos, senior research fellow
at the Department of Social Science,
Health & Medicine, King’s College
London, says Ebola does not, for the
moment, make a viable bioweapon
candidate. “Ebola is very real and very
scary, but it doesn’t spread quickly
and it is not transmitted through the

air,” she explains. “If you’re looking for
an ef cient or stealthy weapon, Ebola
is not it. But if Ebola was to be made
transmissible by coughing or sneezing,
in the same way a common cold is,
or transmissible by mosquitos in the
way the Zika virus is, we’d have a
huge problem.”
The political and security community’s
focus on the threat of bioterrorism
has been distracting, says Lentzos,
who has authored various articles on
biological weapons and the biosecurity
implications of scienti c advances in
synthesising pathogens. She is author
of the forthcoming book: Synthetic
Biology & Bioweapons. Although the
risk of bioterrorism remains real—
recent examples include letters laced
with anthrax spores sent to media
organisations and Congressional of ces
in the wake of the World Trade Centre
attacks in 2001; the Aum Shinrikyo
religious cult, which released sarin gas
into the Tokyo subway system in the
mid-1990s was said to have attempted
three unsuccessful biological attacks
in Japan using botulinum toxin and
anthrax—Lentzos says terrorists are
more likely to launch a crude bioterrorist
attack, which would not result in mass
casualties. “State actors, on the other
hand,” she says, “are more likely to
be able to develop more sophisticated
biological weapons.”

THE STATE THREAT
The Second World War and the
ensuing Cold War period saw most of
the major military powers, including the
United States and the UK, experiment
with biological weapons programmes.

Soldiers visiting an army research laboratory:
Laboratories are experimenting with synthetic
biology to produce novel materials
(Photo by US Army RDECOM)

The BWC needs to create greater transparency and con dence between countries, says Lentzos
(US Mission photo by Eric Bridiersk)

Biological weapons were used to
carry out covert state-sponsored
assassinations (the famous “umbrella
killing” in London in 1978 saw Bulgarian
exile Georgi Markov attacked and
killed by a ricin pellet hidden inside an
umbrella). However, by the 1970s, the
international mood towards biological
weapon programmes had shifted.
In July 1969, the UK proposed to
the United Nations Committee on
Disarmament the prohibition of the
development, production and stockpiling
of biological weapons.
In 1972, the Biological Weapons
Convention (BWC) was rati ed by
103 signatories. The BWC now
has 110 signatory states who meet
every ve years to review the
convention, to exchange views on
what is acceptable and to discuss how
recent developments in science and
technology could impact the BWC.
Lentzos says a large part of the BWC
is focused on codes of conduct, health
and safety aspects and statutory
oversight. The BWC is up for review
again this year.
Unlike the Chemical Weapons
Convention (CWC) and the Nuclear
Weapons Non-Proliferation Treaty,
the BWC does not ban particular
quantities of biological pathogens
or the equipment used to develop
them. “Biological weapons are much
more complicated than chemical and
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nuclear weapons because biology is
everywhere,” explains Lentzos. “You
don’t have concrete destroy-this/
reduce-that/de nitely-do-not-do- x’
parameters like you have with the
nuclear and chemical accords. In the
biological eld, it is not about banning
quantities or equipment. You can’t just
ban dangerous pathogens. Instead, the
BWC de nes biological weapons on the
basis of purpose and it is focused on
intent and what you’re aiming to do with
your pathogens and equipment, not how
much of it you have.”
Lentzos says one of the challenges
the BWC faces is the need to
encourage greater transparency and
con dence between countries that are
signatory states. In stark contrast to the
nuclear eld, the norm against biological
weapons is extremely strong; no country
in the world is likely to come out
publicly saying they have a biological
weapons programme, she explains.
“There are some concerns about North
Korea and Syria, but it is very dif cult to
obtain hard intelligence,” says Lentzos.
“Another country of concern, one that
has a sophisticated biotech industry and
military, is Israel.” Israel is not a party
to the BWC and although it signed the
CWC in 1993, it did not ratify it.
Following the publication of an article
on a Lebanese website in September
2013, which quoted Syrian president
Bashar al-Assad as saying he had a

Medical equipment headed for Monrovia Liberia to support USAID operations in response to the Ebola outbreak
(US Army Africa photo by Pfc. Craig Philbrick)

more lethal weapon than a chemical
weapon, speculation was rife as to
whether he was alluding to biological
weapons. “Regardless of whether
there are biological weapons in Syria
or not,” says Lentzos, “what we need
to emphasize is the strong legal and
normative framework against biological
weapons.” Over the lifespan of the BWC
there has been no state party use of
biological weapons, says Lentzos, but
that does not mean they won’t be used
in the future, she adds. “Although the
likelihood is low that biological weapons
will be used by states, it is not zero and
the potential impact would be severe and
signi cantly greater than a conventional
attack. The message we need to get
out is that there is no room for biological
weapons in any shape or form.”
Although it is now much easier to
develop biological weapons than it was
just a few years ago, Lentzos says

20th century concerns about strategic
biological weapons delivered by shortrange ballistic missiles, biological bombs
or planes spraying clouds of germs
over cities, may no longer equate with
contemporary con ict. “While the use of
biology will not have military utility in all
contemporary con icts, the possibility
that it might have military utility in a
small subset of con icts, particularly
given the growing use of unmanned
aerial vehicles, makes it imperative that
the bioweapons threat from states is
dedicated a greater part of our collective
vigil and that we develop effective
preventive measures,” says Lentzos.

THE NATURAL THREAT
The recent Ebola outbreak and now
the rapid spread of the Zika virus in
Latin America, as well as the SARS
(Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome)
and bird u outbreaks in Asia, are
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reminders that mother nature can often
pose the greatest threat when it comes
to a mass pandemic. “In the security
world, there is now a lot more emphasis
on the threat of disease and the fact that
it might be naturally occurring—a new
virus or bacteria crossing over from a
different species—as opposed to being
intentionally released by a non-state or
state actor,” says Lentzos.
She also points to the accidental
release of biological pathogens,
which she says is becoming a bigger
threat. “Scientists in academic
and military labs are manipulating
viruses and synthetically modifying
pandemic pathogens to make them
more dangerous to humans,” explains
Lentzos. “They are able to do that
much more easily now than they were
just a decade or so ago. At the same
time, we’re seeing more evidence of
accidents in labs—shipments of live

Dr. Filippa Lentzos lecturing at the The European Molecular Biology Laboratory in Heidelberg (Photo: EMBL/Photolab/Schupp)

anthrax from US Army high security labs
to labs not equipped to handle such a
pathogen and vials of smallpox found in
an unused and forgotten storage room
at the National Institutes of Health.
Some of this is sloppiness, but some
of it is the result of lacking oversight
and accountability practices. There
needs to be more transparency and
greater public accountability to prevent
these accidents.”
Synthetic modi cation of biological
agents in labs also raises issues
pertaining to their use in non-lethal
weapons. stl de nes synthetic

biology “as the design and engineering
of biologically-based components,
novel devices and systems, as
well as the redesign of existing,
natural biological systems.”)
The CWC bans the use of all toxic
chemicals as weapons in war, but it
does not prevent states from using
toxic chemicals such as tear gas
for law enforcement and domestic
riot control. Though the range of
permitted toxic chemicals is restricted
by types and quantities consistent
with law enforcement purposes, some
states have interpreted that the law

enforcement exemption extends to
incapacitating chemical agents. Given
the increased convergence between
chemistry and biology as synthetic
biological experiments increase,
Lentzos says the BWC will need to
ensure there are no loopholes, which
could see the use of syntheticallymodi ed biological incapacitants as
non-lethal weapons. The only way to
counter such threats, she says, is to
build trust between scientists and the
public and between national militaries
through openness and a strong culture
of accountability.

THE MILITARY’S INTEREST IN SYNTHETIC BIOLOGY
In early February 2016, the UK
Ministry of Defence’s Defence Science
and Technology Laboratory (Dstl)
announced that it would commit up to
£18 million over the next four years
exploring the potential impact of
synthetic biology on the UK’s defence
and security capabilities.
Dstl Professor Neil Stans eld stated:
“It is important that Dstl keeps abreast
of such emerging technologies,
ensuring that our armed forces can
bene t from cutting-edge capability.”
A statement issued by Dstl stated that
it was speci cally interested in using
synthetic biology to produce novel
materials,’ which might provide bene ts
such as enhanced ballistic protection
and lightweight armour or transparent
screens and lenses, which don’t mist

up. “It is anticipated that within four
years a new material for armour, or a
new approach to existing materials at
reduced cost, will be identi ed,” Dstl
stated. Some of Dstl’s work in the eld
of synthetic biology includes improved
boron carbide armour and catalysts for
fuel cells.
According to a September 2015 report
by non-partisan policy forum, the Wilson
Center entitled: US Trends in Synthetic
Biology Research Funding, between
2008 and 2014, the United States
invested approximately $820 million
dollars in synthetic biology research,
with defence being one of the biggest
contributors. The report states that the
Defense Advanced Research Projects
Agency (DARPA) went from no funding
for synthetic biology research in 2010
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to more than $100 million in 2014.
In a blog post Dr. Filippa Lentzos,
senior research fellow at the
Department of Social Science, Health
& Medicine, King’s College London,
wrote on synthetic biology and defence
in December 2015, she stated that:
“Distinguishing between permitted
and prohibited activities is dif cult at
the level of basic biological research
where the same techniques used to
gain insight and understanding about
fundamental life processes for the
bene t of human health and welfare
may also be used in war and the ne
line between permitted defence work
and non-permitted offensive work is
becoming increasingly blurred with the
possibilities that advances in the life
sciences afford.”

